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Hibernation 

By Paul J. Hang 

Not hyper-nation, that’s coming. Hibernation is when an animal goes into a state of 

dormancy, slower metabolism, living off reserves of body fat. Although that sounds like 

me in winter, humans do not hibernate according to that scientific definition. It also 

commonly means less active, staying at home and socializing less and by that 

definition, in winter, I certainly qualify. So does the sun. It is staying at its southern 

home, coming out less and even then occasionally, briefly and shyly peeking from 

behind its cloudy curtains. 

Plants don’t hibernate the way some mammals do. In winter most perennials go 

dormant, live off of stored reserves, and have slower growth, if any. So, by the more 

general definition, we could say they hibernate. Iris, daylilies and others have stored up 

reserves in root, corm and bulb. They sleep snuggled underground protected from 

harsh winter winds.  

Trees and shrubs live more dangerously, out in the open, starkly naked, exposed to all 

that winter can throw at them. They have stored reserves in their roots. They also have 

their buds bundled up ready for the spring when they will reveal flower or leaf. 

Dogwood, buckeye, hickory all have prominent buds. Observe them. Cut one open and 

see the embryonic leaves inside. It’s difficult but awesome to realize that those buds 

were begun last spring and were pretty much complete by mid-summer. The buds are 

clothed in scales that act as winter parkas. They are also infused with glycol, an anti-

freeze, like some of us during this holiday season. 

We are all, plants and animals, using our adaptations to survive the winter and be ready 

for renewed life come the warming. By next month our celebrated Pennsylvania 

hibernator will be rudely awakened by the local Chamber of Commerce to be exploited 

for weather predictions and tourists. No self -respecting groundhog would be waking up 

 



in February. Like- wise we needn’t waken from our winter slumber for a couple more 

months. Dream and day dream about the coming spring and the fabulous garden that 

we will surely have. 

January can be a time for planning, thinking about the year ahead. Don’t forget to check 

with OSU Extension websites such as ohioline.osu.edu when researching your ideas for 

the growing season. January is also when we hear about people’s resolutions and are 

exhorted to come up with our own. How about planning to be a Master Gardener 

Volunteer? MGV’s complete a 50 hour training program and volunteer to spread science 

based gardening practices. We will be having an open house information session on 

January 26th at 6:30pm at the Pickaway County Library, N. Court Street. 
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